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mdstert and today, when we ate removed by c:try ligivts att± air_ P`ottu*ion
from a clecir view Of the Sky and aire digtrcscted by our dctity tt#crirs, most

Of us are tto* even ¢"are that the eyctes exist.
The sun p®r`sists in its da+ly risings and set€ir*gs, but_±hTougiv_the year
the Surf s futSt ctnd East appearances vtlry in time and Place. ITi c:onse~.

quQr±ce, "e have seasons.-The :noon, too: ckt?rs its. i.flee, warintis a.nd
chfiwing titrougiv the morith. The moort has far ¥¥btler mo.!icm.? also,
hone;er, and -hnd wQ finLe and inelriratiot*, we could eventually discover
*kem.
Alfhough the own and the moott go throt}giv €FSir cia:1ge.s, the st©:£
at least Seerm ever cone±flrth But ±he stars, too, change, from seaisatt to
Sgasott* and through the tons eycze of t3recessiott, even their seasolts
¢hatt8e.
It:this chapter the daltpr and &nrunal mat.ion Qf the sun ±s ex.fitdi¥d
amd ralated `to the obgervahians the ettTlr ctstronortters made` The_
mooi{S mouthty Pdttertt of Phases, itS 18.61-Tea.t cTcze .of reFfssi?n, ttnd
itS tiny wigate dr c£ Pertwrbatton are al8Q described ap4 exp£&ined, as a:a
ecti#Sbg, irriieh detiend an the8@ i¥" rl¢ita.tion.S. The Prapress .Of the
stais, too, is 8xpl¢ined, attd Parhaular attention is given to the fihemormenon of hetin€al Tisin8.
+We ha#e always looked to the heavens i or orientcitior± and PeTsP?c~
tirq. It satirfees ci need. It may be what c>ur brains require tc>_ t]?raeiv.€
the world ¢i all.. Anything wigivt do ihe job, but the heave"s d® }± we£{}..

Thap repeat them:eives~ove; and over, cmd no one can t¢mpeT with
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THE SIMPLE SUN
The sun, the brightest object in the sky, exhibits a dail},r motion. It rises
roughly in the east and sets in the west, a§ do all celestial objects. This
apparent motion is due, of course, to the rotation of the earth on its
axis, but from the purely observational point of view of the ancient astronomers it also hardly matters. The importarit thing is the phenomenan itself, and we are looking for evidence of its having been observed.
The cardinal directions~north, south, east, and west-are devices
with which we orient the world. The}J arc based upon two fundamental
places of reference, the horizon and the zenith. The horizon is where
the earth meets sky, and it surrounds the observer, Ideally it is the circular boundary of the skyt at ground level for an observer located at the
circle's center. Naturally, foreground objects often obscure the true ho~
rizori, but it is still possible t:a imagine it without difficulty. The zenith
is the point in the sky directly overhead, directly abctve the observer.
These two concepts, a circle and a point, constitute a `Jery personal reference frame. In this very democratic cosmos ever}.'on€ has his or her
own horizon and zenith. If one moves ever so slightly-, the bounds o£
one's horizon and the direction of on€'s zeriith charige.
The cardinal directions are all located on the horizon. It is as if someone had painted or lighted signs otit on the horizon to indicate those dir€ctions. They would have no mcaniHg were the earth not in rotation.
The earth rotates from the direction we ca]] "west" to the direction we
call "east." Because we are rotating with the earth and because everything else on the earth is rotating with us, v+,'e have no sensation of motion. The sun, moon, and stars all move around, to be sure, but their
apparefit motion is sufficientl}{t slow to deceive us.
Once east and west are established, say, by the risings and settings of

celestial objects, it is a simple matter to go halfway between them and
call one direction north and its opposite south. North has a special
meaning, though, because we .see the earth's rotation reflected in the
sky. In the northern hemisphere it looks as though the whole sky is
spir]ning around a single point. The point is called the "north celestial
po]€," and it is just a direction in space, now roughly toward the star
Polaris, toward which the earth's rotational axis points.
The earth is roughly. spherical in shape, and this means that oiie's
movement to the north or south will change the zenith. The observer's
view of the heavens is therefore altered b}r his movement along the
earth's surface. In particular, as an observer mo`i'es north, the north ce+
lestial pole moves higher in the sky. As an observer mo`Jes sotlth, it
moves closer to the horizon. This makes sense. If one travels far enough
north to stand on the earth's liorth pole, the sky's north pole utill b€
directly overhead. All of the visible stars will appear to circle around the
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ce]estia] north pole, as the earth rotates, and all visible stars will remain
above the horizon.
To all but the most precise instruments of measurement, the rate of
the earth's rotation is extreme]}`r nniform and constant, This uniformity
produces an apparent sequence of repetitive e`t'ents in the sk}t--sunrises,

for instance-and permits the measurement of time through celestial

observations.
We percei``..e the sky over our heads as the inside surface of an inverted bowl, or hemisphere, which arcs down in every direction to the
horizon. In addition to the horizon, the local celestial meridian is an~
other convenient reference for description of celestial phcnon]ena. An}r
northern hemisphere observer has a local celestial meridian which is the

circular arc that passes from the north point on the horizon through the
north celestial pole, through the zenith, and on to the south point on
the horizon. All celestial ob].€cts appear to cross, or transit, the c€Z€Stial
meridian as the earth turns. As they cross the local celestial meridian,
they also reach their thigh€st angles, or attitudes, in the sky. When the
sun transits the local celestial meridian, the local apparent solar time is
said to be noon, and this Lisually occurs close to the time our clocks read
twelve noon. If ut'e imagine that our sk}t. looks like a hemisph€r€
suspended over our heads, u,'e can also imagine a second, invi5ib]e hemisphere that is belo``iT the grounct ancl that connects with the visible sky,
all around the horizon. This second hemisphere is, at any mcJment, the
unseen part of the sk}', and it is unseen, naturall}i+, becaitsc the efirth is
in the wa}L The earth's rotation eventua]l},.. brings at least part of the un~
Seen sky above the horizon ancl into view. The part of the local cel€stla]
meridian that extctids around the unseen ri€misphere of the sky js
called the "lower branch" of the meridian, and it passes through the
south celestifi] pole, This lower branch is the local celestial meridian for
observers in the opposite hemisphere with this meridian, and when the
sun transits the lo`*i'£r branch, for them it is noon. For those in the
north, who use its upper branch, it is miclnight.
After sunrise but before the sun transits the upper branch of a time
zone's starldard celestial meridian, the clock time is specified as A.h.I., or

ante-meridiem ("before midda}'"=b€£orc meridian transit}. After the
sun transits the upper branch of the mericlian, the clock time is said to
be p.hfl., or post-meridiem ("after midclay"=after mcriclian transit}.
These terms are all part of our ever}.-da}r experience and are in use, of
course, simpl}r because the earth rotates Qn its axis. This daily motion is
responsible for the fvcle of night and da}t. and for the diurnal I;sing and
setting of each celestial object.
A second apparent motion of the sun pro`Jides a second unit of time.
The anmla] solar movement defines the year just as the diurnal motion
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For un ohi8erver tociat€d on the ea[Tth's equator, the ~~Bnith is Stitt Strchgh.£
o*erhestdT but from Our Point ®f view outside the cales±icit sfih&Te $1_Its_ dire_€ti®n is to the l@f±. The €elestial Sfahere i§ cigdin divided into ±wQ h{itv&g by_
ihe obgervter'S hoT±=tm+ tittd itt this Case only th€> left P{`iT€ivn cif the cel#s€i;al
S##gre {`£ I;'*.S`S+bf# f¢ a"r fls±rorlomt*r {t€ tfi{.& *}.me. (Griffith Obs€r¥rator}., FohH

Lubs)
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defines the cla},J. If it `t'cre possible to see the sun and the stcirs in the
sky at the. saiiie time, the sim wr)uld b€ obs`er\+.ec} to iiiCi`'e slt.}wl}.' ac`ross

th.e backgr(}und stars a]oiig a well-dcfinccl pat-h. `rhc mo`<'€I.nent of the
sun can be dctccted indirectl}r through ()bservation of thc' slorvl}`' chang~
ing composition of the nighttimc' sk?H. Srjme patters of st€irs, or constellations, are visible in the ev€`ning suniiiier sk}., but, as the }.car pro-

gresses, the sun mo`..€s into that region of stars. Thestt same stars *h€n
rise aticl ,set with the Sun and are invisible because the scatterecl Sunlight of the da}ft{mc sk}r is so bright. The constL`11ati{)ns flrc^ ob`f`ious ke}.s

to the seasolia¥ c}..cl€, too. Oriori, for instanc€', i§ promine{it through
wint£'r nights, but Sc{)rpius dominates tl.ic slfll'niii€.r nights.
The annual c€l€stial circ;`uit {}f the sun is clue t¢ the motion of the
earth in its orbit arouncl the sui.1. On earth wc;a clo ri{)t sciisc this motion.
In§teacl, it €1ppcars a+a if the sun inovcs in rcl2ition to the bflckgrouncl o£
stars. Even t`hough i.vc carinot see the cl:`},.time stars, th€},' can be
charted,, a]orlg with th€¥ si,m's position among thc`m, by til.rring the sunset and wcltchirlg ft..}r the first stars to €appcar in tl.`ic \t.:est on succc`ssive
eveni}igs at the same specifi€cl time after st,iiiset. r.rhis is a laborious procedurs, aticl somc' `smflll err(irs \t,fill cm»ap in b€c`ausc» trit` €art.I.i`'s orbit is
not exactl}; circular, but grflcTuall}<t tl.iS technique win pc+rmit a go{}d underst€}nding of the almual n.lotion Qf the suii. rn ci p]anctarii..im, b}J con-

trast, we can observe the sun ancl stars sim`.iltaneousl}' to see thasil}/' that
through the cf.)I.trse {,)f a year the sun rn{^}vc`s c"iiplct€l}`` arotincl a circle
in the sk}<'. The circlc` is caued the "ecliptic." r`rbe ct`}ristellati{}ris of stflrs
that fall along it €`re kno\`i'n col]€ctiv€1y as the "z(tdiac," fl w.arcl which
mGalis "ring of animals."

A}ert observers ``,'oulcl s()on notice. a pattern in the sull's motion that
is rg]at€d to the earl.h's orientation in spac€*. Durilig #lic cot.irsg of the
year th€` duration {}£ hours {,)i cla}.light varies frr``mi a mii`Iimurm in winter

to a maximirm ill summer. Aut.umn ancl spring occur at times when the
hours af ch},flight ftnd niglit are roughl}`. cqua]. F.ven though mc}§t of us
are not a\*!are ¢f the clay-to-da`,I changes in appe<irance ancl pcisition of
*

the sun, Iiioon, pl€"ets, ancl st`ars, ``.c clo still sense, the }'carl}' c},'cle of
the changing ntmiber {}£ cla}7+light hoiirs. WL. also sei`isc a special qiiality
in th£' sulnnicr da}'`light, ii.I w'liich the hot sun is high ancl bright and the
Shado``^'s arc short. In ``'inter the sun is lower in the: sk`t`- t]m`J`.igliout the
da}... The air is crispt`r. The \i.indot`,'s {]n the northsrl}. si.dc`s t.>£ the house
are not so \`<fell lit. '.rh€* sunlight §eet`ns cliffusecl, alicl the §hacl{.)``,.s are

lolig. To mark these chalig€§ in the seasons \+`+a might use the c`},'cling

hc`ight of the stm at noon: maxiliium in summer, minimmn in \`rint€r.
We wGulcl also ncit{ce tliat the suI1's poirits 'of rising z3nd set-titig var}t'
through the }.'enr. C)n the loug€st da}`. of the I.c#rr which wc. c€`l] the fir`5t
cla},' of sul]inic*r (ill Bratain, inictsLimii`ier}, the sun r5sL`s gtt a p{)iiit far-
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thest to the north and sets likewise, On the first da`,r of winter, the time
Gf shortest daylight, tl`ie sun rises and sets at points *o the farth€§t
sGuth. On the first da}>.s of spring and fall, the sun rises and sets due east
and west respectiv€]v.
'Th€ season€il Changes of the sHn, judged, the seasons themsghJes, r€su]t froln the earth's orielltation in space. The carti`i's axis of rotfl*ion i§
tipped with r€§pect to the direction of its orfeita] motion €tround the
sun. i,V€ do not know what specific ev.efits or processes led to the pres€Ht orientation of the earth's axis at an arigl€ of 231/2 degrees, but that
e]cm€nt of prirmordial history created circumstances to which living
creatL]res, inc]udillg humans with their seasonal rituals, have been respending ever since.
Vegetation growth c}'ctes are related to the seasons. AgricLiltura] techniques are related. in tHrrl, to the growing c}j'cl€s. Farming provides
food, necessar}t' for life, and recognition of these rctatioriships is expFessgd by rmar]y cultures in rituals. Holidays and their feasts and
sacrifices are botlnd to the seasonal round. The}j. define the ca]endar's
circuit, and the calendar is perfected to €stab]ish them.
Some holida}{-s occur at astroliouiicallv significant times. Astro~
nomica} phenomena are both indicators of .`th€ orientation and iliotion
of the earth in a-pace and, in turn, the indicators of the changi]ig seasons. To ancient peoples it might hatJ€ se€mecl thflt th€x astronomical
indicators w€r€ simu]taneousl}J the cause and symbol of the world's

great forces. Obsen.+atiQn of the a§trGnomica} indifator§ would allow

changes to b€ charted and anticipated.

One class of astronolmica] monuments iziclud€s alignments that £Iidi*
cats at least oHg particular direction on the horizon. Significantl}.', some
ob].eat, usua]l}r the sun or the moon, appears there at a sp&»cifll time. It
is really. the occurrence of the cel€stia] event, o£ Course, that makes that
time of singular interest. This ma}f be the moment of suiirise or sunset
on th€ ]ong€st or shortest day of the ¥'€ar. These days, the first days of
summer and \`;'int€r (or "midsummer" and "rmidwinter," in Br€tair¥ } as~
tronQmica]l}r go by the names summer solstice and winter Solstice.

These same names are applied to the time of their occurrelice as well.
The summer and winter solstices occur roughly near the 2Ist of June
and December, respectively., and mark extreme positions of the slim.
The first days of spring and fa}1 occur liiid\*.'a}.. betw`{.e€n the so}stice§,
roughl}.r on the 2Ist of Lfty`Iarch ar}d S€pt€mber.

If we on]v were a little rmore immersed in the natural environment,
*+'e €ou}d no`t miss the so]stices, thosLa times `*fh€n the sun seerms to stop

in its tracks and double back to where it appear€cl on the mornings be~
fore. Each da?I approaching the solstice the sun rises a little c]oscr to the
extreme position, to the north in summer and to the south in winter.
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The amount of movement looks less each day until the sunrise is
stopped in its motion along the horizon. For a few days the sun appears
to linger at the same extreme at dawn. From this behavior derives the
term "solstice," which means "sun still." The date of this occurrence
could be marked by putting up a monulnent to point out the direction
of the sun on the horizon on that special day at rising or setting.
Likewise, we would know the equinoxes well. On the equinoxes, the
vernal in spring, the autumnal in fall, which mark the halfway points
between summer and winter, the duration of daylight is the same as
that of night. The meaning of the word "equinox" is, sensibly, "equal
night.„
The changing position of the sun throughout the year can be charted
on the celestial sphere, and it is observed to oscillate above and below
the celestial equator. Just as the north celestial pole is an extension of
the earth's north geographic pole to the celestial sphere, the celestial
equator is the extension of the earth's equator. At the winter solstice
the sun is at its greatest angle below the equator. The northern hemisphere receives the sunlight obliquely, the weather is cold, and the sun
rises and sets to the south. At the equinoxes the sun crosses the equator, and the weather is in transition. In summer, the sun is as far north
of the celestial equator as it gets. The northern hemisphere receives direct sunlight, the weather is hot, and the sun rises and sets to the north.
In the sky these effects are manifested by the angle between the
ecliptic, the path to which the sun is constrained, as reflected by the
earth's orbital motion, and the celestial equator, whose movement mirrors the earth's rotation. These two circles are set at angle to each other
because, again, the earth's axis is tilted, and this tilt of 231/2 degrees is
called the "obliquity of the ecliptic."
Evidence of solar alignments that are useful observationally comes
from locations as widely separated as Wyoming and Scotland. We shall
see that the Cahokia Mounds, laid out by Amerindian mound builders
near present-day East St. Louis, Illinois, include a device that may
have permitted a determination of the date of the solstice. Maya date
91yphs imply that this Mesoamerican Indian culture had established
the length of the tropical (or solar) year, the time from summer solstice to summer solstice ( 365.2422o days) with considerable accuracy.

The ancient peoples v`Jho committed themselves to ambitious programs of astronomical observation are separated widely by geography
and time, but they usually shared at least one attribute: they were settled on land on which they built entire complexes of permanent
public structures. Their efforts in earth and stone indicate a high level
of social organization, with all the central authority and division of
labor that may imply.
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It is no coincidence that wealthy, agrarian societies like those in
Egypt and the Americas spared no effort to make observations of the
sky. Nor is ft surprising that observatories were included among their
major structures. Without the practical benefits that astronomy supplied, it might not have been possible to have civilization it all.
The rhythm of life is the rhythm of a culture. This rhythm is keyed
to the seasonal cycle, as is the yearly agricultural cycle. A calendar is the
expression of our sensitivity to these cycles. The calendar is a practical
device, and its immediate application to agriculture is obvious. Yet the
real power of the calendar goes beyond this. It is the device that pernits complex organization of a culture, the device that rules the exchange of goods and services.
If there are farming surpluses, time becomes available to people for
other activities which in turn enhance the society's economy. If fulltime farming is not required of all society, division of labor is stimu]ated. More goods and services become available, and the society grows
more complex. The increasing complexity demands a precise calendar.
A small farming effort wouldn't require this. Even today, backyard gardeners can rely on natural woodlore and folk traditions to cue them to
the appropriate time for planting and harvesting.
Our economy is stitched to the sky. As the scale of our agricultural
enterprise increases, it is important that a device as common to us as
the calendar be available to maintain smooth operations and the social

order. We take it for granted that we can make appointments, schedule
vacations, and remember birthdays with such ease. We are removed by
technology from an everyday awareness of how and why our calendar
works. Most of us do not heed the height of the sun at noon or the
azimuth of its rising on any particular day. Nor are we particularly
aware of the moon's phase unless we should chance to see it. In the past
we were closer to the source of our food than to the all-night market,
and we were more aware of celestial phenomena.
This awareness changed as society grew more complex. Responsibility
for the calendar fell to a more-and-more specialized class of astronomerpriests, and ritual overtook in importance the celestial event prompting
it.

There are still relics of ancient calendrical traditions in certain holiday customs. The ritualization of obvious astronomical events into holidays and ceremonies oriented the communitv to its common needs and
purposes. Even toda`. it is no coincidence that Christmas falls so near
the winter solstice. There is still a bit of the vegetation myth in Yule
celebrations.
t
A reliable calendar can be obtained by observing the rising (or setting) points of the sun. The solstices mark the two extremes between
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4.± the 8¥mmer 8o}stice, its .t_f ae_ttorthern_ herpri8Phere, the sun rises as ffir ±o
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Extreme Azimuf hs Of The S.un At Stonehenfe
AI thg lot.it¥de_ of §tonehepge, in VI/iltshire, England, 51 degrees north, six
Iron_ths shift the rising and_setting Points of the sun de the summer solstice
8g degrees porth_of what they had been at the wiriter solstice. This shift is
obvious a.nd easily observed throughout the cycle of the year. (GliEEth Observatory)

\`r'hich tlic sunrise oscillates. Midwa}J between is equinox suririse. For
convenience, aclditiona] sunrises, midwa`;. between each so]sticc and the

subsequent equinox, might be noted. A1`exandc`r Tholn has found alignments of British megaliths marking these solar declinations and offers
further evidence for division of the `.'ear into sixteen intervals. Professor
Thorn has carefu]I`' measured, napped, ancl ana]`.zed over three hundred Megalithic sit`es in Britain and France. A]m6st sing]ehandedly he
has established the stanclards for archaeoastronomical ficld\`,'ork and interpretation, and his amazing results have stirrccl controversv during the
last three decades. According to Thorn, a position near t-he equinox,
and not precisely. on it, was used to counteract the effect of the el1ipticity of the earth's orbit on the calendar.
Stonehenge, it has long been said, includes an alignment, from the
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Ballochroy, on Scotlapd's Kin±yrp Peninsula, is an qlignment of three stones
cnd. a kist, or stone chamber. The line to the southwest Points to a feature
on the srrrall islcmd of Carcl and the Point of wiit±er solstice sunset. rrhe cen.
ter stone af)Pears to indicate the foresight to the Trorth_yest i or the suTrmer
soJsfl.ce stJr}sef. (Griffith Observatory, after Alexander Thorn )

monum€nt's center to the tip of the Heel Stone, directed toward the
summer solstice sunrise. Many precise solstice alignments have been

found among the megaliths of Britain and France by Thorn. One of the
best of these is at Bal]ochroy, on Scotland's Kintyre peninsula, overlooking the Sound of lura. Kintraw, in Argyllshire and about forty miles, by
road, north of Bal]ochroy, is another well-substantiated solstice indica-

tor. Sir Norman Lockyer claimed that the Great Temple of Amen-Ra
at Karnak, Egypt, was aligned on the summer solstice sunset. In recent
years, Gerald Hawkins has supported a solstitial interpretation of this
temple, but he has turned it around i8o degrees to the winter solstice
sunrise. Dr. John Eddy examined the Big Horn Medicine Wheel in
Wyoming and demonstrated its solstitia] character. At Uaxactdn in
Guatemala, the Maya may have constructed a set of solstice oriented
platforms.
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B€§pite the m'an}>. examples {tf ancient alld prehistoric solar obs€rvatt}ri£Ss, thcrL= *irt;` n]a}i`J m#iiiim€nts that do not fit tlic p.ittcrli. There cir¢
cfll€n€1arf iu ug€t t{", thflt cirg nrjt L`zllibr#tccl b}f tlit` gull. This should
c{}ni€ as n¢ surpristt, li{)\`<te`.cr. €t}r the I"Joul.s rapid ancl ob\>.i{-tug cliflnges

i`1s{} prat.'idf a rgflcl}. Iti¢€ins ff}r keeping tractk #f the clat€'` #I}€1 fr lumir

cak]ndar i.s 5tm us€c-1 in tlic L§l{1mic \mrlfl. rl lunar calendar is sgn'ice~
able. cliough fflr dii}H-to-da}. Hcti\itiL`S, but it has tlic clisach,`anLigc of gettills out of stc.p \i,.ith the seasf`)iis. R€c€.tl`icilititi{,}]i L]f the lmiiir :lad scalar

calendaF`S required much of the €nclg}. cxpendc`d b}^' the calenclar
r€fomi€rs Qf \\'.fe§tcm lf ur{}pc^ 0£ course, if the S[?¥ar }-car cQr]t#i}ied an
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exact number of lunations, or lunar cycles, the two calendars would
remain in phase. For better or worse, they do not, and lunar calendars
are often restricted to religious use. The date of Easter is still determined by the moon. This means that on our civil, solar calendar the
date of Easter can wander several weeks.
Each daily rotation of the earth brings the moon into view over the
eastern horizon and sets it down below the west. This pattern would be
similar to the sun's, but the moon is in orbit around the earth. From
the earth the moon appears to move eastward through the stars, about
121/2 degrees each day. Because the apparent motion of the moon is
eastward, the earth must rotate i2l/2 degrees further to the east each
day to again bring the moon into view. The earth requires approximately fifty minutes to rotate through the additional angle, and therefore moonrise is delayed about fifty minutes from one day to the next.
As the moon moves in its orbit about the earth, the moon's position
with respect to the sun and the earth changes. Shining only by the
reflected light of the sun, the moon alters its appearance. Only one half
of the moon is illuminated at one time; the rest is shadow. Through the
course of the month the half of the moon that faces earth cycles from
complete darkness to complete illumination and back to darkness
again. The moon is said to be full when the earth-facing side is fully
lighted. rllie time from full moon to full moon is the synodic month,
and it lasts about twenty-nine and a half days. The word "synodic" derives from a root word which means a "coming together," or con].unction. In astronomy, "conjunction" refers to a close configuration in the
sky of two ob].ects, but the term "synodic" has been extended to successive corresponding phases of the moon.
The cycle of the lunar phases is simple and familiar. During the two
days or so that the moon is in conjunction with the sun, the moon's
lighted half faces away from earth, and we see no moon, or a new
moon. As the illuminated portion of the moon shifts into view, the
moon appears. to grow brighter and more complete from night to night.
During this period the moon is said to be "waxing." First we see a thin
crescent that is most noticeable in the early evening. It hangs like the
smile of the Cheshire Cat over the western horizon, and it sets a while
after the sun.
About one quarter of the way through the synodic month, the angle
between the moon, earth, and sun is 9o degrees, and a so~call`ed half
moon is visible. This phase is called "first quarter," however, in reference to the progress of the monthly cycle. The new moon, in conjunction with the sun, rose and set with the sun. A first-quarter moon is 9o
degrees from the sun, and therefore this moon rises about six hours
after sunrise and sets about six hours after sunset.

17

In a sittgle "rneonth," or morith,. the moon orbits the €arth Elnd _Passes
through a c<>mple7te_ sequence of Phases. I:he `Tor_d "moon" ig.{Flated tp aft
aneieut word which metins "*o measure," and ±lre Pattern of lunar Phases
reap hca2e been atie of the ftysf crates used br People ±o measure the Passage
of {S.me. ( Griffith Obser\t'titor},' )

The moon continues to T`.ax thrr}ugh a near full, or gibbous, phase.
Both sides #f the rmoon's edge, {)r lin``b, arc convex. This bulging ap-

pearance explains the term "gibbous," meaning "luimpc{l." Full mot}n
occurs ```.hen the mo{m is t}pi}ofitt` the suli. T}icr€`forc the full n`ioon rises
VI.'h€Il the sun sets* allc] mr}{}nsc`t ('}c`curs at sunrise.

miring the sec®iicl half of the month tl`c phase of the moon
prt}gressc-s through a s}iiiin€tric set of phases: gibbous, half, crescent,
aiid back to ne\t'. '`llle i!i{J(Jii is said to be "waning" during this period
of ever diminishirig brightnL's£. 'l'he ha]£rmrxm phase of the \+`aning
inoo{i finds th€S other hE1]f rtf the earth-faciiig sicl€ of the moon illumin*dt€cl. This phfls€ marks the encl of the thircl quarter and the beginning
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of the last quarter of the synodic month. It is called "third" or "last
quarter." The third-quarter moon is 9o degrees from the sun but on the
other side of the moon's orbit from first quarter. Therefore the thirdquarter moon rises about six hours after sunset and sets about six hours
after sunrise. The relationship between the phase of the moon and the
position of the sun permits us to tell time by simply observilig the
phase of the nioon and its angle in the sky. `Jve count time b},i. the sun's
position, but the moon can be used to infer the sun's position and
would be useful as a clock, especially when it \vas visible during the
night.
Not only do the moon's phase and its times of rising and setting
change each day, but the horizon positions of moonrise and moonsct
also change. If the moon orbited directly above the earth's equator so
that the moon's path would coincide with the celestial eqi]at{)r, no
changes in the .position of moonrise or moonset would bc observed. Instead, the moon's path falls close to the ecliptic, and so its rising and
setting positions roughly coincide with those of the sun, though not at
the same place at the same time. The moonrise oscillates between an
extreme northeast point to an extreme southeast point and back to the
northeast again, but the moon goes through this c}/'c]c in a month
rather than in a year. Because the full moon rises opposite the sun, the
full moon that occurs near the time of the summer solstice will rise in
the southeast, opposite the northwest-setting sun. In winter the sun sets
in the southwest, and so the full moon rises in the northeast, near the
suminer solstice sunrise point. Through the course of a single month
the moonrise at new moon coincides with the sunrise. At full moon,
moonrise is opposite the sunset. For first and last quarter, the moonrise
occurs in between. The pattern follows the seasons as tabulated below.
hfl00NRISE

New
First quarter
Full
Third quarter

surr.;rner
northeast
east
southeast
east

POSITION

fall
east
southeast
east
northeast

w inter
southeast
east
northeast
east

spring
cast
northeast
east
southeast

If the moon's path coincided exactly with the ecliptic, the full moon
would rise at the salne position at the same time of the }i.ear every year.
Different phases would occupy that same moonrisc point at other times
of the }'ear every/. }'ear. Furthermore, an eclipse of the sun woulc} occur
each month at new moon. \Ve \`,.ould likewise expect to see an eclipse
of the moon each month at full moon. Of course, eclipses don't occur
that frequentl}J', and the reason is the inclination, or tilt, of the moon's
orbit. The inoon's orbit is inc]incd approximately 5 degrees to the
earth's orbit around the sun.
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TrhoeunmTtfi_hn:Ss:T:t±oarr°t#§dTetahseoneatrhtehnttsoto{#t,etdhe5edaert8#easntd°t:£esue#tdfro'Sno°rtb:}±.
yays` fall on the saTr.e line at every new and full moon. (CrELth Observatory)

The inclination of the moon's orbit might be expected to oscillate
the moon to an angular extreme above and below the celestial equator
each month, just as inclination of the ecliptic carries the sun above and
below the celestial equator each };.ear. The exact value of the extreme
positions, or declinations, would depend on the orientation of the
nioon's orbit to the earth's orbit. If it is imagined that the maximum
extreme positions are reached in the summer, with the new moon at a
declination of 281/2 degrees (231/2+5) above the celestial equator, the
full moon of that same month would be found at 281/2 degrees below
the cel€stia] equator. On tlic hori7.on, moonrise at new moon would be
positioned a ]itt]e north of the summer solstice sunrise point. Moonrise
at full moon would fall a bit to the south of the winter solstice sunrise
point. Eclipses would occur only at the new and full moons that fall on
the ecliptic ancl, therefore, midwav between the two extremes. In this
situation ec]ipscs would be expected in spring and fa]].
i.Ve can as easily imagine the moon's orbit to be turnecl so that the
moon appears below the ecliptic when the sun and the. ecliptic are
highest in the sky, jn summer. Under these circumstances the new
moon will rise a bit south of the summer solstice sunrise point, and its
dec`]ination will be i8]/2 degrees` (231/2-5). Similar]}J., the full ]noon

would rise a bit north of the winter solstice sunrise point in the southeast and would have a declination of ~i8l/2 clcgrees.
As noted above, the exact values of the positions of the }ul]ar cxtreines depend on exactl}f' how the tiltecl orbit of the moon is oriented.
Assuming the orientation he]cl c()nstant, \i.e \i/.ould expect the Inoon to
reach the same extremes each inonth, and, ftirthermore, we woulcl expect to see the full c},'cle of tlie moon's phases at that extreme cluring
the course of the ,year. The full moon `\/'ou]cl be seen at the extreme
north position once during the },.ecir, in winter, and the other phases
would be seen there throughout the rest of the },.ear. The situation is
not so siinp]e, ho\`.'€vcr. The moon's orbit precesscs, or turns, with respect to the earth's orbit. The moon's patli in the sky therefore varies
with respect to the equator anc] ecliptic.
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The moon's orbit revolves from east to west. The motion of the
moon in its orbit is from \`Jest to east. The precession of the moon's
orbit is in the opposite sense and is therefore called a regression. The
intersections of the moon's orbit with the ecliptic are called the "nodes"
of the moon's orbit, and a line dra\i,`-n to connect the two nocles is called
the "line of nodes." The backward precession of the moon's orbit is
therefore called the "regression of the line of nodes." This line can be
imagined to turn in a counterclockwise direction when the orbit is
viewed from the north celestial sphere. Regression of the line of nodes
is very important information, for eclipses can onl}'. take place when the
centers of the sun, moon, and earth all fall along the same line. This is
equivalent to the requirement that the new and full moons occupy ei-

ther of the nodes when the sun does, or that the sun, earth, and moon
all fall along the line of nodes.
A solar eclipse is caused by the passing of the moon directly in front
of the sun to obscure the sun's light. Although the sun is about four
hundred times larger than the moon, the sun, by coincidence, is also
about four hundred times farther away. The sun and the moon appear
to be roughly the same size in the sky (about 1/2 degree), ancl the moon
is able to eclipse the sun, provided it coincides with the sun's position
in the sky. This can only happen where the sun's path and moon's path
coincide, on a node.
Lunar eclipses occur when the moon passes into the earth's shadow.
The earth's deep shaclow, or umbra, is always present ancl extends approximately 855,ooo miles into space. The shadow is cone-shaped and
at the distance of the moon's orbit (only thirty earth diameters away)
is about 5,7oo.miles across. The moon's diameter is about 2,i6o miles.
The shadow at the moon's orbit is about two and a half times larger
than the moon, and if the moon falls within the shadow, it will be
eclipsed. The earth's shadow is centered on the line that connects the
earth and the sun. A lunar eclipse can occur only when the shadow also
falls upon the moon. For this to happen, the sun and moon must occupy opposite nodes of the moon's orbit.
The earth perturbs the moon in its orbit. These gravitational forces
cause the line of nodes to precess, and a complete regression takes 18.61.
years to complete. Over an i8.61-year period the northern moonrise extreme moves from a maximum to a minimum and back to a maximum.
The same is true for the southern moonrise. The period of maximum
extreme has been called the "major standstill" b}' A]exaiider Thorn; the
minimum corresponds to his "minor standstill." The n]oon does not really stand still, but it reaches close to the extreme declination with little
noticeable change from month to month for several months. In that
way a standstill is analogous to a solstice, or "sun standstill," but the
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WINTER SOLSTICE

SUN RISES
SUMMER SOLSTICE

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM
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The standstill limits of the moortrise and the solstice limits of the sunrise as_
seen from the center of Stonehenge indicqte _thai considera.ble movem?nt. of
the siln and moon could be obser+ed on the horizon over the course Of their
cycles. Stones block ±h? vievy of some. of the. southern risit:gis, but th?s¥ vy_erg

¢robably lrot intended to be seen from the monument's center. (G{iELth
Observatory)

A lunar echpse may occur when the xpoon _crosses _the ecliptic. !f the .squ is

on one node and the moon on another, the earth, moon, and sun fall on
the sane line-±1i.e I,ine of nodes-and the moon eriters the earth's shadow
and is eclipsed. `When tfee proon i§ exactly .between. the gqrth qn_d .t_h? su_p,
its shadowl may just reach the earth to Produce a solar eclipse. (`Grithth Observator}J.)

Moon
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parallel doesn't really hold. In the year of a major standstill, the winter
full moonrise wi]] reach its northernmost position. In the same year the
summer fu]] moonrise reaches its southernmost extreme. In 9.3 years
the minor standstill occurs. Now the winter full moon still rises in the
northeast but as far south of the summer solstice sunrise point as it ever
reaches. In the summer of the same year the full moon still rises in the
southeast but as far north of the winter solstice sunrise point as it will
reach that c`.'cle. Although this pattern is virtually correct, it should be
remembered. that the period of regression is not an even multiple of
tropical years but eighteen and a fraction. rl-his means that the standstills will not occur at exactly the saiiie time of year each year they
OCcur.

The changing position of moonrise is also accompanied by a change
in the height of the moon as it crosses the sky. This effect is particularly
noticeable for the fu]] moon, whose light is so important to a culture
lacking electric illumination. Over the 18.61 year cycle, the clifference in
the height of the full moon and the difference in the cluration of its appearance above the horizon may well have been of concern to prehistoric and ancient peoples, especially those in the more northern lati.
tudes where the effect is more pronounced.
One node of the moon's orbit marks the moon's passage from below
the ecliptic to above it and is called the "ascending node." The opposite node is naturally the "descendilig node." It takes 346.62 days, or
one eclipse i;-ear, for the sun to travel from the ascending nocle to the descending node and back again to the start. An eclipse year is a.pproximately twenty days shorter than a tropical year because the ascending
node regresses eastwarcl to meet the sun about twenty days earlier each
year. If we characterize the sun's occupation of a node as an eclipse season, eclipse seasons occur twice a year, or once every 173.31 days. They
each arrive about twenty days earlier than the year before.
An interval of 27.21 days is required for the moon to complete the
circuit from one coinciclence with the ascending node to the i]ext. This
period is called a "draconic month," and it is shorter than the synodic
month by a little over two clays. Most of this is a result of the earth's
motion in orbit about the sun, but a small part of the difference is
generated bv the eastward regression of the ascencling node to meet the
moon be for-e it reaches the same phase it displa}t.ed while at the node
the previous month.
Complicating the a]read`' complex lunar motion is a small wobble
that causes the moon's clec.1ination to oscillate i]lus or minus nine arc
minutes on top of its expected cyclical variations. The slight oscillation is called the "inclination perturbation." It is caused by the tilt of
the moon's orbit and the difference in the sun's gravitatioiial force on
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Extreme f}zimuths Of The Moon At Stonehen8e
During the 18.6 1-year lunar standstill cycle, the separation between northern
and southern moonrises is observed from the latitude of Stonehenge to
vary from loo degrees at the major standstill to 6o degrees at the in_inor
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either side of the orbit. When the moon is on the solar side of its orbit,
it experiences a different force than when it is on the far side of its orbit. The inclination perturbation is at its maximum positive value when
the sun is at a node. During the next 173.3 days, or half an eclipse year,
the sun moves to the other node. Over the same interval the inclination perturbation has gradually diminished to zero, dropped to its maximum negative displacement, increased back to zero, and once again
achieved its maximum positive shift.
To see how all of the motions of the moon combine to allow it to
reach a maximum declination, north or south, we must consider the
standstil]s. A standstill occurs when the nodes coincide with the
equinoxes. At major standstill the ascending node and the vernal
equinox are near each other. After 9.3 years the descending node and
the vernal equinox will coinc.ide, and it will take another 9.3 years to go
from this minor standstill back to the lna].or standstill. The maximum
effect of the inclination perturbation will be visible when the sun is at
either node. At major standstill this occurs at the time of vernal
equinox and at the time of autumnal equinox. At the time of vernal
equinox the moon occupies its greatest declinations north and south at
first and third quarter respectively. The situation is reversed at the time
of autumnal equinox. To observe the moon on the horizon at night
in spring, we must observe the setting first-quarter moon to obtain the
northernmost position. In autumn the rising third-quarter moon provides the necessary information.
'The subtle inclination perturbation was discovered in the sixteenth

century by Tycho Brahe, the Danish astronomer, but it may have beeli
suspected by tenth-century Arab astronomers. By contrast, the 18.61year cycle of standstills has such an obvious effect on the moonrises,
moonsets, and the moon's time above the horizon that it was probably
known from prehistoric times. Alexander Tholn offers evidence that the
inclination perturbation was also observed by Neolithic astronomers.
Many small variations in the motion of the moon and the earth alter
the exact relationship between the earth, moon, and sun when the sun
and moon nearly occupy the nodes. Eclipses can occur only when the
moon ancl the sun are within certain angular limits of the nodes. These
ecliptic limits are determined by the apparent sizes of the moon and the
sun and their distances from the earth. The e]lipticity of the earth's and
moon's orbits and the precession of the moon's line of nodes all complicate the timing of an eclipse. Furthermore, the area on earth over which
an eclipse may be seen, when it does occur, is lilnited for a lunar eclipse
and even narrower for a solar eclipse. All this makes the prediction of
eclipses a difficult and tricky business. Even a successful method may
not be confirmable. It is possible through accumulation of records, nev-
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ertheless, to construct a cycle of eclipses which will help preclict future
eclipses. One such cycle is called the "saros." The saros is a sequence of
eclipses for which similar conditions repeat, about every eighteen years.
Although the saros can be used to anticipate an impending eclipse, it
does not permit an infallible prediction.
Without a written language a culture would find the saros and other
eclipse cycles difficult to apply. It may be possible to predict eclipses
through direct observation of the moon's position, if it `fy.ere known
that the maximum positive displacement of the inclination perturbation occurs at the eclipse seasons. The perturbation cycle is going
on all of the time, but the displacement is normally mixed in with the
other contributions to the moon's declination. The perturbation maximum can only be detectecl at one of the standsti]Is, when the perturbation shifts the lnoonrise and moonset slightly beyond the expected
position on the horizon. Once the observation is made, a Megalithic
astronomer need only count days until half an eclipse year has gone
by. Since the perturbation maximurp can be observed only at the standstills, the prehistoric astronomers could not afford to miss them. As it
is, the cycle can only be calibrated every 9.3 years, or possibly when an
eclipse is observed. A]exander Thorn has assembled considerable evidence that the Megalithic people built Stonehengc and other sites, including Temple \Vood in Argy]l, in Scotland, as precise lunar observatories where genuine, .practical astronomy was carried out.
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Observations of stars could have been made easily by prehistoric astronomers. The daily rotation of the earth would have been reflectec] not
only in the sun's motion across the sky in the daytime but also in the
risings and settings of stars at night. The earth's annual orbiting of the
Sun makes itself felt by changes in the rising and setting points of the
sun throughout the year in the duration of daylight. The sun is also
moving through the constellations of the background stars, but because
the sun is so bright, we cannot see this motion directly. Astronomers in
prehistory would have noticed, however, that some groups of stars dominatecl the winter nights and others the summer.
A calendar could be calibrated by the first or last appearance of a
group like the Pleiades, or Seven Sisters. It is said that the Celtic peoples attached special significance to the Pleiades at their dawn rising,
which coincided with Be]tane, or May Day. The Aztecs measured the
Completion of one fifty-two-year cycle and the beginning of the next by
the date of culmination of the Pleiades at midnight. Teotihuacan, in
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central Mexico, antedates the Aztecs bv over a thousand `'ears, ?Pet the
entire plan of this huge metropolis was-based upon the dif`ection of the
setting of the P]eiades.
Entire sequences of stars were used by the Eg},'ptians to tell time at
night, and their choice of stars and calendar calibrator was responsible
for our present convention of t\i,+.ent`J-four hours in the day. One more
example of this kind of thing is me`ntioned b}- A]exander Thorn, who
suggested that the Megalith Builders also used certain bright stars as
nighttime clocks.
Stars were used to calibrate the solar calendar and to mark the prog~
ress of the seasons. One of the best stellar phenomena for these Furposes is the heliacal rising. A star rises heliaca]l},r when it is first visible in

the dawn sky, before sunrise. There is a period during the year when a
particular star rises in the nighttime. Gradually the sun catches up to
that star. The sun's motion along the ecliptic carries it around the sk};..
For a period of a few months the star rises in the daytime, when the
sun is up. The star is invisible. Eventually the sun moves far enough
east of the star to permit the star to rise before the sun. The star can
then be seen again, and its first dawn appearance is its heliacal rising.
The heliacal rising of Sirius, the Dog Star, was extremely important
to the Egyptians. During one period of their histor}.', the h€liacal rising
o£ Sirius occurred at the same time as the summer solstice and, b}J' coincidence, at the same time of the Nile inundation. The Nile and the
agricultural cycle dominated Egyptian life. The Egyptians based their
calendar upon them. The calendar was calibrated, and the }Jear began,
with the heliacal rising of Sirius. John Eddy interprets alignments at the
Big Horn Medicine \Vheel in W},'oming as indicators of a sequence of
heliacallv rising, bright stars which warned the Plains Indians who used
this site `of the impending cold weather.
Most cultures have synthesized a celestial geography from the patterns of stars of the night sk}.. Croups of stars are associated together to
form constellations. The constellations often represent or symbolize important elements of the culture's m}`.tholog},r. \Ve do not know for certain who inve.nted the constellations still in use toda`t.. C€rtainl`J' many
were in use as ear]}'. as 5oo B.c. in Bab?']onia, but their. antiquit}' ma}r be

greater.
Unlike the sun and the moon, stars do not visibly move with respect
to one another. Year after `-ear the c``.cle is repeated. However, over several centuries another mo.tion of the earth, called "precession," will
gradually affect the seemingl}' immutable stars. Precession is a i+,`.obble
of the earth's polar axis. The wobble is caused primarily by the gravitational pu]] of the sun and the moon on the earth's equatorial bulge. Instead of spinning with its axis forever fixed in one direction, the earth
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wobbles around like a top spinning on the floor. The top's period of
precession is a few moments. For the earth twenty-six thousand years
are needed. During this period the north pole swings around the sky,
sometimes pointing toward our north star, Polaris, and sometimes toward another star. The equinoxes and the solstices shift with respect to
the background stars. Stars of the summer sky are later seen in winter
and still later, at the cycle's end, in summer again. A star that lines up
with some monument at a certain epoch will not line up with that
monument several centuries later. The motion is subtle, but it can be
detected if observations are made over a long period. The earliest
known direct reference to precession is that of the Greek astronomer
Hipparchus (second century B.c.), who is credited with discovering it.
Ad].ustments of Egyptian temple alignments, pointed out by Sir Norman Lockyer, may well indicate a much earlier sensitivity to this phenomenon, however. Recently Giorgio De Santillana and Hertha von
Dechend, both historians of science, in Hc#7tzef's M{.ZZ ( ig69), have ar-

gued that much mythological narrative is really a symbolic description
of the earth's precession as viewed in the stars.

IN SEARCII 0F ANCIENT ASTRONOMIES
Evidence of the astronomical orientation of monuments is found in
many places, but we still do not know how long humans have been
making astronomical observations. It is often thought that scientific astronomy began with the Greeks, but this is simply not so. The
Babylonians developed a sophisticated system of keeping records and
methods of calculation that indicate careful observation of the sun,
moon, and planets. It is known that they attempted to predict eclipses.
But astronomical observation is also. possible in preliterate societies.
We have no idea how long people, or creatures resembling people, have
been watching the sky. We are not certain when a sense of time first
became part of the human consciousness. It is not difficult to imagine,
with the evidence of human fossils dated at 4 million years, that we
have been noticing the sky for some time. Tallies of the moon's phases
may have been made in the Paleolithic Age. Even today we find
aborigines using a gnomon to determine time and seasons astronomically.

Alexander Marshack, formerly research fellow at the Peabody MuScum of Archaeology and Ethnology, in TJie Roofs of CjvI.Zz.zczffon
(1972), proposed that Paleolithic notations on bones correspond to
lunar observations. Other suggestive markings on cave walls evoke the
Same suspicion. Some of the bones Marshack has analyzed are in-
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The time is lcite sprir.g ir. ancient Egypt, Sirius .hag .risen in_±l?a ear.t, ac:oss
the Nile from tire Pr:randds, but thg_ s_un_ _is al.Tetidy `uP. Sirius, therefore,
ccfr}r}o± be seeri }7e€ wJze7t 1.€ rt.6`es. (Griffith Observatory)

The motion of the ectlth in its orbit around the siLn_in_clkes the sun apt}ea.r
to Tnove east with respect ±o the stars. A fe_w w_eek`s b.efgTe i.he stl!n.m€.i. s.olstice the surL rises when Siriils rises, but the glclre of the dclwn is St{tl too
bright to allow Sirius to be seen. (GriELth ObseTv`atory)

I:It,fI_ty_,_ ff te r8un..hagrm.oypd fq{ .enough.to ±he easf of S±_rtus to permit Strtus
ti+:LFhezs_:~3]nS_tfFr_rftsS,fs#iicsTe;;t*mh:s:hhr:Sii%.c:a£'£:gh;ofprset4{#ugiv3]gyghEyycci°tj%cC±tideegivw;t:t;,i.

tp_e.fl_P?ft?got.tp?Nile,apdfor.?heEgyfitiain§_th.i±a_sso_cuia{io;-oj-i{i;:r;;;;,
and 8unmer solstice was of great impor-td.nee. {GtitELh Ousetv`cito:y-}
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P{¢¢essioit t}f the e3{£r.£h i$ 8irn{}ar to i.he w{3bblittg of a spiimin8 top. Gravi.ty
tries t€3 Pull the>. t{i¢ dow" ta th,a froor, _f out_bp¢a_11_`Se i.he tof i js .SpiTni.n€, this
fc!rce m¢Artyc',`` tj1®' f(*P &t`1t.'E.`'LpZ H£ ;£ SP!ns. (Grifflth O1)scrv€[t{)r}', Jo[]n Lubs}

Th¢> gruxiit€rfi€>nel {}ttttif tian of the .m{>€3i:t. cn..d ._S,rn tic;t*. tp stt.ai81..ten. tl.a
€paTt}Brs ¢ixis tif)right \vit`i`t Te.spe>c{ _to the .ecliptic. 'I'he eclTth. is.`Spil:1Ii.ng, ho.W-.

ei`xi@zr, ancl so -the;ge fc3rces can.s8 the eartt. to tJrec:ess, c)i Sftyivel., with a fi¢riod
of tweut}'-`sfx ±hous{n`Sd _y.Qclrs. The+ c[xis of th.a ear|h. n.owr Poirits .t{1war,4.

P{3Ztlris along ±h€ deshe¢'line P(_)i_t3ting ta_ the _upfier 1.aft, but. i>r¢cession .will
S}iift this diiif ttj++>ard the stclr `{epe twe2tve th{}usat±d _years fran+ n{!w a_}on.£.
tlie line Pc)in\ti{tg .ta tlt€ _uppt3r right. rl`his. shift a.f the. t}osi~tion of t}ole. in
ttlrce Shif±.s the ;ising and €£6tting P_oin_±g_ot_a_tars, Imf th.a .effe_ct .t{1!€e8 a few
ct3!i`f£!ri€Tr f{j fr€Jc.€`jrtt6. rt{j{ic`t;pczbfcJ. (€,riffith Obscr`Ja{or},., John Lubs )
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scribed with simple sequences of lines. The sequences are spaced,
and from one set to the next the style may change. The lines may be
vertical in one set and slanted in the next. Some bones, are uiorc comFlex. The Blanchard bone, a small piece of bone found in the Dordogne region of France inscribed by some Cro-i\`'Iagnon inc]ividual
about twent}J thousand years ago, has a complicatecl pattern of marks.
The shapes of the marks vary, and the sequence curves around in a serpentine pattern. In Marshack's view the turns in the sequence represent, on one side, the times of dark, new moon, and on the other,
bright, full moon. Statistical analyses may not support R`4arshack's interpretations, but similar batons and sticks are carved for the same pur*
pose by the Nicobar Islanders in the Bay of Bengal.
• The impact of the seasons on human activity is evident. The keeping

of the calendar and the te]]ing of time probably prompted, at solne
time in prehistory, observation of the moon and sun. Or perhaps it was
the other way arouiid. We may never be able to know how people at
this stage of cultural development viewed the world aroulicl them. But
we carl guess. The sun, as seen from the earth, is simultaneously the
cause of the seasons and the indicator of their .pa`ssing. To understand,
even superficially, how early people might have regarded tl`ic sun, we
must integrate these two roles of the sun into a single concept. Perhaps
in this way we can incorporate oursc`lves into the prehist()Tic landscape.

By unifying the immediate experience of a natural event with its
symbolic meaning, we may at least get some imperfect idea of hou; prohistoric people regarded and approachecl the world around thei'n. True
sun worship would ail]ount to a sensible recognition of the sun's importance to cycles of life on earth and practical observation of the sun's
behavior, which reveals the pattern of its effects. Thc' moon and the
stars may well have been understood in similar terms.
Perhaps the urge to orient the landscape of space and time is a fundamental, practical response of the human brain, an attribute of our
minds that permits them to function at all in the chaos of e\;eiits and
objects that make up the universe around us. This urge n`]ay be what

prompted us to observe the sky and become astronomers in the first
place. Our ancestors may have pul]ecl patterns fr{)in the sky anct incorporated them into their architecture.
More often than not we have only the ruins to guide us. If we c`an extract from the European megaliths, the New World ceremoni€il c`enters,
or the Egyptian temples cvideiicc of obser`/ration of the kincls ()£ obvious

and important astronomical phcnoniena discussed hcr€, wc lmfy gain
some insight into the needs and the evolution of the hun`ian I.mind.
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